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NEARNESS AND QUASI-PROXIMITY INDUCED 
BY QUASI-UNIFORMITY

Mee Kyoung Cheon*

1. Introduction

A geneializatio교 of 바饵 entourage definition yields quasi
uniform structures. The paper [3] characterized those quasi
uniform spaces for which 반le collection of qua응i-uniform 
covers is a nearness structure with the same topological closure 
operator. The characterizing property is called locally sym- 
nretric.

Using this property, this paper 아lows 산quasi-proximity 
spaces induced by a quasi-uniformity have the same property 
and a quasi-proximity is a nearness structure with the same 
topological closure operate호.

2. Preliminaries

Let X be a set, then P"(X) will denote the power set of 
P " (X) for each natural number n and P°(X) = X・ Let f be 
a subset of P2(X) and 项，and 令 subsets of F(X). Let A 
and B be subsets of X. Then the following notation is used:

(a) 览 is near means 业U&
(b) cl^ 厶={e&X: {{a;}, A}ug}.
(c) MV%={AU-B: Aej/,
Definition 2.1 Clj, [21. Let X be a set and ^cP2(X). 

Then (X*) is called a nearness space-shortly N-space 
provided:
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(Nl)implies 豺W&
(N2) If MuE and for each Bu用 there exists Aej/ 

with AUcZeB, then，绍U&
(N3) If and %或 then 現 7%駐、

QV4) ©WM implies 形'W&
Given a lV-space(X*), the operator ch is a closure ope

rator on X. Hence there exists a topology associated with 
each Mspace in a natural way. This topology is symmetric 
denoted by ^(f). (Recall that a topology is symmetric pro
vided nW{项} implies :yW{五}.)Conversely, given any symm
etric topological space (X, t) there exists a compatible nearness 
structure [4]- shortly Mstiuctu고e, & given by & = {j/uF

To say that a JV^-sixuctoe g Is compatible 
with a topology on a set X means that t=Z(、W、)・

Definition 2.2. If (X, f) is a N-space then the relation 
a on F(X) defined by {A, iff A8B and (A, B} Wg 
iff A$B. A relation 8 in F(X) is a quasi-proximity for 
a set X if it satisfies the following conditions*.

{Pa) X沁 and
(Pb) C8AUB iff C8A or C8B.

AU BBC iff ABC or BBC.
(Pc) for each zWX.
(Pd) If A$B, there exists CuX such that A$C and 

X-CMB.
The pair (X, 8) is called a quasi-proximity space. If 8 

is a quasi-proximity on X then so is 3-1. A quad-proxi
mity 8 is a proximity if 3 = 3-1.

Let A and B be subsets of a quasi-proximity space (X, 
3). If ABB, then A is said to be near B and if A$B9 
then A is said to be far from B.
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Definition 2. 3. A set B is said to be a Z-neighborhood 
of a set A if A$X—B.

Proposition 2.4. 7/(X, 3) is a quasi-proximity space^ the 
function cl「P(X、) —P(X) defined by cls(A) = {x： {x]8A} is 
a closure operator on X.

If (X, 6) is a quasi-proximity space, then the topology- 
induced by 3(or simply the topology T(3) of 3) is the top
ology generated by the closure operator defined in proposition 
2.4. A quasi- proximity 3 is compatible with a topology T 
provided 8 induces T. Of zWX, the T( S) - neighborhoods 
of x are p호ecisely the S-neighborhoods of x.

Proposition 2.5. be a quasi-proximity space.
If there is a 幻，)-?冬切加/加淑 G of - x such 目皿

G$A.
Proof. Since {x}$A9 there is a set C such that {x}^C and 

X-C^A. Set G = int(X—C). As noted above, zwG and 
G$A.

Definition 2. 6. Let X be a set. A quasi-uniform struc
ture 21 X is a filter on XxX satisfying：

(Z71) ((□;, <r): x^X}(zU for each
(1/2) For each Uu% there exists W勿 such that V^V 

UU.
The topology induced by 勿 is the topology denoted by 

7(勿).

Proposition 2.7. Let 21 be a quasi-uniformity on X and 
let 8切 denote the relation in P(X) defined by AB^B 
provided that for each Uu勿，AxBAE7#：^. Then 8^ is 
a quasi-proximity on X, and =

Definition 2.8. The quasi -proximity induced by is 
the quasi-proximity of proposition 2. 7, defined by Ao^ B.
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A quasi-uniformity 았，is said to be compatible with 8 if

Definition 2.9. A quasi-uniform space^X, is totally 
bounded provided that for each (subbasic) entourage U 
there is a finite cover of X such that for each As血 
AxAdU.

Let (X,8) be a quasi-proximity space. We proceed to show 
that there is a unique totally bounded quasi-uniformity com
patible with a and that this quasi- uniformity is the coarsest 
quasi-uniformity compatible with 3. The result is fundame- 
ntai. It establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the 
quasi-proximities and the totally bounded quasi-uniformitie응 

that are compatible with a given topology.
Let X be a set and (A, xP(X). And let T(A9

B) denote Xx X—Ax B,
Theorem 2.10 [5丄 Let (X, 8) be a quasi-proximity 

space. The collection S of all sets of the form T(A, B), 
where A^B, is a stibbase for a totally bounded quasi- 
uniformity^ 아飞、which is compatible with 6.

3. Results

Although the difference between proximity spaces and 
arbitrary quasi-proximity spaces is only a matter of assuming 
an axiom of symmetry, the difference between these two 
classes of spaces is considerable. We investigate some appr
oximations of symmetry, which serve to narrow the gap 
between the quasi-proximities and proximities. Obviousely, 
77-structures and quasi-proximity structures agree if they are 
proximity structures.

Definition 3.1. A quasi-proximity 3 on a set X is point 
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symmtric provided that {x} SA whenever
Proposition 3.2. Let (X,勿)be a ^totally bounded) 

quasi-uniform space then the following statements are 
equivalent'.

(TBa) (X, &) is point symmetric.
QTBb) For each Uu% and euX, there exists a sym

metric VU勿 such that 卩(z)uU(z).
Proof. Prove only that (TBa) implies (TBb). Since the 

remaining implications are apparent. Let UW，/ and let zU 
X. Then {引赢 X—U(z) so that X—U(a»&3}. Set V = 
T{{x}, X— U{x}} C|T(X— {e}). By theorem 2.10, 
卩Furthermore V is symmetric and 卩(z)uU(z).

Remark 3J. _Fmm_the_ preceding proposition that a topo
logical space that admits a point symmetric quasi-proximity 
is a symmetric space. Moreover if (X, t、) is a symmetic space, 
then 8P is a point symmetric quasi-proximity.

Definition 3.4. A quasi-proximity 8 and a set X is 
locally symmetric provided that {rc}SA whenever ASG for 
each T{^-neighborhood G of x.

Remark 3. 5. By proposition 2. 5, every proximity is locally 
symmetric, and both point symmetric and locally symmetric 
are hereditHy properties.

Proposition 3.6. Let (X,勿)be a quasi-uniform space. 
The following statements are equivalent'.

(a) (X, 6競)is locally symmetric.
(b) For each U^2l and，zwX, there exists a symmetric 

Uw勿 such that 卩t(卩(z))uU(z).
(c) For each U缶气［and awX, there exists a such 

that 卩2愆)uU(”).
(d) For each zuX, {U기(U(a»: Uw勿} is a base for 
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the T(^)~^ighborhood filter of x
Definition 3.7. Let (X,勿)be a quasi-unifoim space, 

(X,勿)is called locally symmetric provided it satisfies 
any of the conditions of the previous propositions.

Corollary 3.8. (X, &) is locally symmetric 游(X, %) is 
locally symmetric.

Proof. By proposition 3. 6 and definition 3.7, it is obvious.
Remark 3.9. If (X, &) is locally symmetric, then T(S^) 

is symmetric.
Definition 3. 10. Let (X, &) be a quasi-proximity space. 

Set £(为) = {jWuP(X)：n{cZ^A：AUjW}W©}.
We know that the quasi-proximity spaces is coincide with 

the A^space for the closure operator.
Theorem 3.11. Let (X,勿)be a quasi-uniform space. 

The following statements are equivalent'.
(a) (X, 8雀)is locally symmetric.
(3) (X, S(为))is a N-space and。"知(々)="“板)(A) for 

each AdX.
Proof. Axioms(Nl), (N2), and (N4) are easy to verify. 

Enough to show that (N3)・ Now suppose 潔任£(&) and for 
each Bw傍 there exists A缶项 such that Since
(X,讯)is locally symmetric, V\cls% 厶有)次弓厂& 

where Bg务 Thus Therefore 扌(&) is a TV-str
ucture, converse is obvious follows from the property of 
closure operator.

We now have a bridge from locally symmetric quasi- pro
ximity spaces to 2V-spaces follows from this paper and [3]. 
E(&) can be thought as the underlying 7^7-structure in a 
natu호al way.
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